
Bucca, 210 Smiths Crossing Road
Rural Lifestyle with potential dual Living on 5734m2

This rural lifestyle property can be purchased as a dual living Rental opportunity
or purchased with the adjoining Equestrian Property located at 212 Smiths
Crossing Road.
Located approximately 20 minutes from Bundaberg and 13 minutes from Bucca
this low set 4-bedroom home features a front and rear undercover veranda with
double glass door access from both sides. Including tidy, traditional tiled kitchens
with ceiling fans situated at each end of the building. That feature freestanding
gas cook tops against a tiled splash back to makes for easy cleaning.

The carpeted lounge and dining areas are open plan and include ceiling fans.
The living space includes and an air-conditioning unit for those warmer summer
months.
The main bathroom is tiled from floor to ceiling and contains a bathtub as well
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as a standard shower. While the second bathroom is tiled floor to ceiling it
contains a large shower and vanity.

The two laundries are tiled and allow single door access to the back veranda.
There are two separate tiled toilets within the home to service the four carpeted
bedrooms that all contain built in wardrobes and ceiling fans.

Notable features
- 4-bedroom home - Potential renovator
- Potential for dual living
- Private acreage
- 40,000L rainwater tank
- 5-minute walk to the south Kolan river
- Roofing: Iron
- Under covered veranda front & back
- Carport & small shed

BE QUICK TO ACT ON THIS UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY - Call exclusive agent JONATHON
OLSEN on 0409 534 533 to find out more and arrange your private viewing!

Disclaimer: LJ Hooker have been provided with the above information; however,
the Office and the Agent provides no guarantees, undertakings or warnings
concerning the accuracy, completeness or up-to-date nature of the information
provided by the Vendor or other Persons. All interested parties are responsible for
their own independent inquiries in order to determine whether or not this
information is in fact accurate.
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